ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Modern war is a high-tech war. The development of ship target recognition technology is relatively slow. Besides the high degree of military secrecy, the background of the underwater environment is extremely complex. The impact of environmental interference on the working performance of underwater weapon systems and ship target recognition can not be ignored [1] .
Ship target recognition is divided into active recognition and passive recognition according to the guidance performance of assault weapon. the ship far small infrared target recognition uses a variety of parameters of target information as feature vectors [2] [3] [4] , such as in ship small far infrared target recognition, reflection echo of ship target is the function of the target type, distance and direction, which includes the characteristics information such as echo broadening, amplitude, phase, reflection coefficient, target scale, energy spectrum [5] . Common signal features are: AR model parameters, Fourier power spectrum, wavelet transform parameters. Combined with DOA target location analysis and beamforming method [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , we achieve accurate positioning detection and identification of ship targets. For passive target recognition of ship radiated noise, the method includes LOFAR spectrum and the high order spectrum [11] . The feature extraction of nonlinear feature of ship radiated noise mainly uses the fractal, limit cycles, chaos and other new mathematical methods. For above methods under surge interference, the identification accuracy is not high, the stability is not good [12] .
Aiming at the above problems, this paper proposed far small infrared target recognition algorithm of ship based on distributed target position estimation and DOA location in computer vision model for constructing coherent distributed source array model of far small infrared target distribution of ship. This algorithm used MUSIC algorithm for the beamforming processing of far small infrared target echo model of ship. Then, combined with the adaptive filtering algorithm we carried out the surge interference suppression and the estimation of central direction of arrival and angle spread of far small infrared target of ship through multidimensional spectrum peak searching algorithm, realizing the joint estimation of distance of ship target, DOA and frequency parameters, so as to realize the accurate positioning and recognition of targets. Finally, we took the actual ship target information collected data as the test sample for identification performance test, which shows the superior performance of the proposed method in improving the accuracy of ship target recognition, and got the effectiveness conclusion.
ARRAY MODEL OF SHIP FAR SMALL INFRARED TARGET DISTRIBUTION SHIP FAR SMALL INFRARED TARGET DISTRIBUTED MODELING
In the actual environment, the target will occupy a certain volume, so this does not idealize itself into a single point in the space. For such target, the received signal is no longer the echo of a single point source, but rather the superposition of multiple spatially similar point source echoes. Such target is called a distributed target [13] [14] [15] . We construct near field source model of ship target echo, assuming that equidistant line array which is composed of 2 N P = array elements receives I near field sources, as shown in Fig. 1 . Let the array element coordinates of the ship far small infrared target at the center of the array be 0, taking it as the phase reference point, then the echo signal of the receiving ship target of the m-th array element can be expressed as: 
θ is the distances of the ith near field source (relative to the reference element) and the DOA of the ship far small infrared target to be estimated, and λ is the wavelength of the source d is the array element interval.
Thus, the time delay phase difference is composed of two parts: the first is the linear term of array elements location, which is same as general far-field signal model; the second is the quadratic nonlinear term of array elements location, which is determined by DOA and distance parameters, this term increases with the decrease of near field sources [16] , otherwise, when the distance tends to infinity, the nonlinear term is zero, the formula (3) degenerates into to far-field signal time delay difference model.
The N-dimension vector x(t) is used to represent the ship far small infrared target array output data vector, thus:
Among them,
n(t) 
A COHERENT SOURCE OF TARGET LOCATION RECOGNITION
Its covariance matrix is:
In surge interference, for the coherent source in source, (
;
γ is the random variable. 
For modeling, the target model of related source is divided into coherent source model and partial correlation source model [20] .
The so-called coherent source is that there is a strong correlation between the signals from different directions in the same target body. The angular density function 
f is the center frequency of signal. c is the acoustic velocity. d is the array element spacing.
At this time, the generalized flow pattern vector of the distributed source model that the the angular signal distribution function is Gaussian distribution can be obtained by formula (17) 
Then the mathematical model of array reception can be obtained according to (16) .
BEAMFORMING OF MUSIC ALGORITHM AND TARGET ECHO IMPROVEMENT OF MUSIC ALGORITHM
Raich R proposed MUSIC (Multiple Signal Classification) algorithm, this algotithm is basic algorithm for target beamforming and orientation positioning recognition [22] . In this paper, the traditional one-dimensional MUSIC method is extended to two-dimensional MUSIC method, realizing the joint estimation of the near field source distance and azimuth angle two-dimensional parameters of the ship far small infrared targets [23] . According to above geometry model of coherent distribution of ship target and the basic assumption of parameter estimation, the covariance matrix x R of observation signal is defined as: (20) Among them, x R is the H matrix. The rank is N . s R is the covariance matrix of signal. The rank is I . 
, K is the number of snapshots (snapshots, i.e. a sampling point), x R can be estimated following formula:
We carry out the eigendecomposition on the covariance matrix x R of the observation signal:
is the diagonal matrix consisting of the eigenvalues in descending order, that is: , , ,
Using the orthogonality of the signal subspace s V and the noise subspace n V , the formula (22) can be derived:
Formula (18) postmultiplies n V , we get:
Combining expressions (21) and formula (22), we can get:
Therefore, the spectral function of the MUSIC method is: 
BEAM FORMING ALGORITHM
Now, some parts of the relevant distribution source (PCD) can be defined as the point target in a relatively short period of observation interval, we use a weighted correlation function for the formation of the autocorrelation function, which only depends on the discrete time interval of l, and for the different angle, they all are zero.
, which is often called as the correlation kernel of the angle-time(ATCK). In the beamforming, zero-time related ICD type and full time related FCD type model can be regarded as the point target of PCD type of additional conditions [25] [26] [27] . The decision statistic of beam forming is obtained: 
For the ICD and FCD sources, the channel vector can also be described as the closed Gauss random vector of zero mean complex values, corresponding to the ICD and FCD distribution sources, and the correlation matrix of ( ) b k has the following properties:
: ,
From the above analysis, we can see that ATCK contains the angular and temporal characteristics of the PCD source. From the previous analysis about the ICD and FCD sources, the focus of the study will be focused on how to determine the ATCK model by a limited number of parameters. Specially, ATCK can be written as:
In order to easily understand the concept of PCD model, a simple first-order autoregressive AR model is firstly proposed for the channel vector of surge interference. In formulas, two parameters 0 θ and ∆ represent the mean of angle and the angle standard deviation respectively.
SURGE INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION FILTER PROCESSING
On the basis of beamforming processing, the adaptive filtering algorithm is used to suppress the surge interference, and the filtering structure model of surge interference suppression is constructed, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. Filtering structure of surge interference suppression.
The adaptive gradient algorithm is used for the adaptive iteration, and the selection of θ1(k) should minimize the energy of output signal of filter, so * ( ) ( ) y k y k is the minimum. Here, "*"represents complex conjugate. Thus, the iterative formula of the surge suppression filter of ship far small infrared target recognition is obtained:
Among them, µ is the parameter of the controllable convergence rate and accuracy, which is called step length.
( ) k ϕ is the difference of ( ) y k output to parameter θ1(k), which is called the gradient signal, and it is generated by the input signal ( ) u k passing through the following transfer function:
Among them, For the convergence speed of acceleration algorithms, the corresponding complex number algorithm is proposed on the basis of this algorithm. The iterative formula of its parameter θ 1 is
Among them, 1 ( ) x k is called a reduced gradient signal, which is generated after the input signal ( ) u k passes through the following transfer function:
The filter output ( ) y k and the gradient signal ( ) k ϕ can be represented as 
REALIZATION OF TARGET LOCATION ALGORITHM AND COMPUTER INTELLIGENT RECOGNITION OF SHIP TARGET MULTIDIMENSIONAL SPECTRAL PEAK SEARCH OF SHIP FAR SMALL INFRARED TARGET INFRARED TARGET
This paper proposed the ship far small infrared target recognition algorithm based on distributed target position estimation and DOA location [28, 29] . Using the multidimensional spectrum peak search algorithm for central direction of arrival and extension angle estimation of far small infrared target of ship, we build the distributed target signal source model through a certain number of point target signal source, and construct the VEC-MUSIC multidimensional spectrum peak search algorithm. Supposing that there is a narrowband distributed source. It consists of a large number of scattering points around the source, the signal of receiving end can be expressed as the vector form: In addition, the above model can be described as an integral form, and the array reception signal of the ship far small infrared target positioning recognition can be expressed as:
( ) γ θ  is stochastic, and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
can be understood as the spatial power distribution of the distribution source.
In fact, the distributed model established by (45) can be explained by the model (43) mentioned in the previous section, and taking ( ) ( ) ( )
in it, we can obtain:
Supposing that the angular signal distribution function of the distributed target source is known, and the specific expression is determined by unknown parameter i φ . i φ is the vector of multiple parameters. According to the formula (50), the distributed target DOA and other unknown parameters can be obtained by multi-dimensional parameter spectral peak search.
JOINT PARAMETER ESTIMATION ALGORITHM OF SHIP TARGET LOCATION
The multidimensional spectrum peak search algorithm is the extension of the MUSIC algorithm in the estimation of distributed target [30] . The theoretical basis is basically the same. According to the principle, we carry out the central direction of arrival and extended angle estimation of far small infrared targets of ship. If the unknown parameters of signal source only has two, namely the central direction of arrival i θ land expansion i σ , the above method becomes the solution of the minimization problem:
For several common forms of distribution, they all satisfy:
Among them, the M -order diagonal matrix
The row vectors of s U are plugged into (57), 1 P and 2 P are computed, and then the generalized eigenvalue decomposition is computed:
( ) 
We use q phase angles of eigenvalues of model which is close to 1 to estimate DOA of distributed ship targets, so as to realize the joint estimation of the distance of ship target, DOA and frequency parameters, then realizing the classification recognition of ship target through computer recognition and machine learning classification algorithm.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In order to test application performance of the proposed algorithm in realizing the positioning and recognition of ship far small infrared targets, we need a simulation experiment. The experiment uses Matlab 7 simulation design, supposing that the point distribution model of ship far small infrared targets is composed of the uniform line array which is composed of 14 array elements. The array element spacing is 0.25 times of minimum wavelength [31, 32] is a coefficient responding spectrum width. According to the simulation environment and parameter settings, the searching results of the power spectrum of the ship's far small infrared target position estimation is obtained in surge interference are shown in Fig. 3 . In this paper, the location search results after suppression of surge interference using the proposed method are shown in Fig. 4 . Compared with Figures 3-4 , we can see that using this method for ship far small infrared target recognition, two spectrum peaks are respectively corresponding to 10 degrees and 30 degrees in horizontal ordinate, but they are different between them. The accuracy of target location is not good without surge interference suppression processing. From the average results of 50 experiments.
We can see that through the surge interference suppression, the spectral peak of target location estimation is much sharper, and the position estimation of ship target is more accurate which is easy to distinguish the signal which has a small difference in the two azimuth angles, so as to effectively achieve the accurate identification of ship far small infrared. Simulation results show that the corresponding abscissas of the two spectrum peaks are 30 m and 60 m, and the corresponding ordinates are 30 degrees and 10 degrees in Fig. (a) . The azimuth angle and distance of the two sources can be seen more directly from (b). But there is the difference between them. Compared with (a), we can see that the spectral peak of Gauss white noise is more sharp than the color noise environment. From (b) we can see that compared with the white noise with the color noise environment, the DOA estimation result of ship targets are more accurate, and the estimation error is low. Therefore, using the computer recognition method for target recognition of ship, the rootmean-square error E comparison of the three kinds of ship far small infrared target recognition is shown in Table 1 . The analysis of Table 1 shows that the error of proposed method for ship target recognition is low, and has better accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
The location recognition method of far small infrared target recognition algorithm of ship was studied in this paper. This paper proposed far small infrared target recognition algorithm of ship based on distributed target position estimation and DOA location in computer vision model for constructing coherent distributed source array model of far small infrared target distribution of ship. This algorithm used MUSIC algorithm for the beamforming processing of far small infrared target echo model of ship. Combined with the adaptive filtering algorithm we carried out the surge interference suppression and the estimation of central direction of arrival and angle spread of far small infrared target of ship through multidimensional spectrum peak searching algorithm, realizing the joint estimation of distance of ship target, DOA and frequency parameters, so as to realize the accurate positioning and recognition of targets. Simulation results show that using this method for the far small infrared target recognition of ship under surge interference, the spectral peak sharpness of spectral peak search of target position is high, side-lobe suppression performance is good, which shows the high accuracy of target position estimation and location, the accuracy and anti-interference performance of far small infrared target recognition of ship is good. Through the computer recognition method, we achieves smaller errors of far small infrared target recognition of ship, improving the accurate recognition ability of ship target, and it has good application value of realizing the precision strike of ship target. 
